We report accurate high-lying energy resonances of the Br 3+ ions. Rydberg series of resonances due to 4p→nd and 4s→np transitions converging respectively to the 4s 2 4p ( 2 P 3/2 ) and 4s4p 2 ( 4 P 3/2 , 2 D 5/2 ) series limits in Br 4+ are considered. The calculations are performed using the screening constant by unit nuclear charge (SCUNC) method up to n = 40. The results obtained are compared with recent ALS measurements of Macaluso et al., [J. Phys. B: At. Mol. Opt. Phys. 52 (2019), 145002]
Introduction
One of the fundamental processes occurring in astrophysical systems is the photoionization of atoms and ions. On the experimental side, merged-beam facilities such as Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) devices at SOLEIL [1] and at Advanced Light Source (ALS) [2, 3] are largely used in the measurements of accurate photoionization cross sections of atomic systems. For comparison with high-resolution measurements such as those at ALS [2, 3] , state-of-the-art-theoretical methods are required using highly correlated wave functions, and relativistic effects are required since fine-structure effects can be resolved [4] . Of great important ions interesting to investigate are those of the elements in connection with their abundances in photoionized astrophysical nebulae. For Z > 30, neutron (n)-capture elements (e.g., Se, Kr, Br, Xe, Rb, Ba and Pb) produced by slow or rapid n-capture nucleosynthesis [5, 6] have been detected in a large number of ionized nebulae [5, 7, 8] . For the Br 3 + ion, absolute single photoionization cross-section measurements were performed at ALS and numerous Rydberg series due to the 4p→nd and 4s→np transitions have been identified [15] . As stated by Kim and Mason [10] , an important task for the atomic physics community is to provide data for photoionization for modeling of plasma and astrophysical systems. The main motivation of the present work is to provide accurate high-lying energy resonances of Rydberg series of resonances due to 4p→nd and 4s→np transitions that may be useful guidelines for investigators focusing their studies on the photoionization of the Br 3+ ion. For this purpose, we apply the SCUNC method [11] [12] [13] [14] [16] [17] [18] to provide the first theoretical calculations of the energy resonances of the Rydberg series of resonances due to 4p→nd and 4s→np transitions converging respectively to the 4s 2 4p ( 2 P 3/2 ) and 4s4p 2 ( 4 P 3/2 , 2 D 5/2 ) series limits in Br 4+ . Analysis of the present results is achieved in the framework of the standard quantum-defect theory and of the SCUNC procedure by calculating the effective charge. The layout of the present paper is as follows. In Section 2, we present a brief outline of the theoretical part of the work. The presentation and the discussion of the results obtained are given in Section 3 where comparisons are made with the available ALS experimental data [15] . In Section 4 we summarize our study and draw conclusions.
Theory

Brief Description of the SCUNC Formalism
In the framework of the screening constant by unit nuclear charge formalism, the total energy of the (Nl, nl' ; 2S+1 L π ) excited states is expressed in the form (in Rydberg)
In this equation, the principal quantum numbers N and n are respectively for the inner and the outer electron of the helium-isoelectronic series. The β-parameters are screening constants by unit nuclear charge expanded in inverse powers of Z and given by
are parameters to be evaluated empirically. For a given Rydberg series originating from a 2S+1 L J state, we obtain using (2.1)
In this equation, ν and µ (µ > ν) denote the principal quantum numbers of the ( 2S+1 L J ) nlRydberg series used in the empirical determination of the f i -screening constants, s represents the spin of the nl-electron (s = 1 2 ), E ∞ is the energy value of the series limit, E n denotes the resonance energy and Z stands for the atomic number. The β-parameters are screening constants by unit nuclear charge expanded in inverse powers of Z and given by
where f k = f k ( 2S+1 L J , n, s, µ, ν) are screening constants to be evaluated empirically. In eq. (2.2), q stands for the number of terms in the expansion of the β-parameter. Generally, precise resonance energies are obtained for q < 5. The resonance energy are the in the form
) k is a corrective term introduce to stabilize the resonance energies with increasing the principal quantum number n. In general, resonance energies are analyzed from the standard quantum-defect expansion formula
In this equation, R is the Rydberg constant, E ∞ denotes the converging limit, Z core represents the electric charge of the Z core ion, and δ means the quantum defect. In addition, theoretical and measured energy positions can be analyzed by calculating the Z * effective chargein the framework of the SCUNC-procedure
The relationship between Z * and δ is in the form
(2.8)
According to this equation, each Rydberg series must satisfy the following conditions
Besides, comparing Eq. (2.5) and Eq. (2.7), the effective charge is in the form
Besides, the f 2 -parameter in eq. (2.2) can be theoretically determined from eq. (2.10) by neglecting the corrective term with the condition
We get then f 2 = Z − Z core , where Z core is directly obtain by the photoionization process from an atomic X p+ system X p+ + hν→X (p+1)+ + e − . We find then Z core = p + 1. So, for the Br 3+ ions, Z core = 4 and f 2 = (35 − 4) = 31.0. The remaining f 1 -parameter is to be evaluated empirically using the ALS data of Macaluso et al., [15] for a given ( 2S+1 L J ) µl level with ν = 0. The empirical procedure of the determination of the f 1 -screening constant along with the corresponding has been explained in details in our previous works [11] [12] [13] [14] [16] [17] [18] ].
Resonance Energies of the 4p→nd and 4s→np Transitions
Using eq. (2.5), we obtain the following energy positions (in Rydberg)
• For the Rydberg series of resonances due to 4p→nd transitions from the 1 D 2 excited states of Br 3+ converging to the 2 P 3/2 series limit in Br 4+
(2.12)
• For the Rydberg series of resonances due to 4p→nd transitions from the 3 P 2 excited states of Br 3+ converging to the 2 P 3/2 series limit in Br 4+
• For the Rydberg series of resonances due to 4p→nd transitions from the 3 P 1 excited states of Br 3+ converging to the 2 P 3/2 series limit in Br 4+
(2.14)
• For the Rydberg series of resonances due to 4s→np transitions from the 3 P 1 states of Br 3+ converging to the 4 P 3/2 series limit in Br 4+
• For the Rydberg series of resonances due to 4s→np transitions from the 1 D 2 states of Br 3+ converging to the 2 D 5/2 series limit in Br 4+
(2.16)
Results and Discussion
Let us first precise the sign of the quantum defect δ using the SCUNC analysis conditions (2.9) by considering the lowest resonance corresponding to the first entry for the Rydberg series investigated. For this purpose, we focus the demonstration on the particular case of the Rydberg series of resonances due to 4p→nd transitions from the 1 D 2 excited states of Br 3+ converging to the 2 P 3/2 series limit in Br 4+ . The calculations are of similar for the other series. The lowest resonance corresponds to the 4p→18d transition (µ low = 18). From Table 1 , we pull f 1 ( 1 D 2 ) = −3.6035. From Eq. (2.10), we deduce the expression of the effective charge Z * max as follows
As Z core = 4.0, so Z * max = 4.212 > Z core . The quantum defect δ is then positive according to the SCUNC analysis conditions (2.9). Let us now move on comparing the present predictions for the resonance energies with available literature data. The data are quoted in Tables 1-5.
In Table 1 we quote the present SCUNC results for energy resonances (E), quantum defects (δ) and effective charge (Z * ) of the series due to 4p→nd transitions from the 1 D 2 excited states of Br 3+ converging to the 2 P 3/2 series limit in Br 4+ . It is seen that the data obtained compared very well with the experimental data of Macaluso et al., [15] . Up to n = 27, the energy differences relative to the experimental data is 0.000 eV which proves that the SCUNC method perfectly reproduces the experimental results. In Tables 2 and 3 the present SCUNC data for energy resonances (E), quantum defects (δ) and effective charge (Z * ) respectively for the Rydberg series due to the 4p→nd transitions from the 3 P 2 and from the 3 P 1 excited states of Br 3+ converging to the 2 P 3/2 series limit in Br 4+ are listed. Comparison indicates excellent agreements with the ALS measurements [15] . In Table 3 , the energy differences have never overrun 0.001 eV. In Table 4 and 5 are presented the SCUNC predictions for energy resonances (E), quantum defects (δ) and effective charge (Z * ) of the Rydberg series of resonances due to 4s→np transitions from the 1 D 2 states of Br 3+ converging to the 4 P 3/2 series limit in Br 4+ to the experimental data [15] . Except for n = 7 and 8, the maximum energy differences relative to the experimental data is at 0.009 eV up to n = 17İn Table 5 , we list the present results for resonances due to 4s→np transitions from the 3 P 1 states of Br 3+ converging to the 2 D 5/2 series limit in Br 4+ to the experimental data [15] . Here again, good agreements with the ALS data [15] are obtained. The slight discrepancies between the present calculations and the ALS measurements [15] may be explained by the simplicity of the SCUNC formalism which does not include explicitly any relativistic corrections. In addition, for all the Rydberg series investigated, the quantum defects obtained via the SCUNC formalism are almost constant along all the series up to n = 40. The effective charges are also seen to tend toward Z core = 4.0 with increasing n as predicted by the SCUNC analysis procedure (2.9).
Summary and Conclusion
The first calculations of resonance energies and quantum defects of the Rydberg series of resonances due to 4p→nd and 4s→np transitions converging respectively to the 4s 2 4p ( 2 P 3/2 ) and 4s4p 2 ( 4 P 3/2 , 2 D 5/2 ) series limits in Br 4+ have been investigated. Calculations are performed in the framework of the Screening Constant by Unit Nuclear Charge (SCUNC) method up to n = 40. Excellent agreements are obtained between the present predictions and very recent Advanced Light Source experiments of Macaluso et al., [15] at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. The very good results obtained in this work show that the SCUNCmethod can be used to assist the sophisticated R-matrix-method for locating and determining the properties of atomic resonances. New high lying accurate resonance energies are tabulated as benchmarked data for interpreting Br 3+ spectra from nebulae. These high lying Rydberg series tabulated may also be very useful data for the NIST database. Table 1 . Energy resonances (E), quantum defect (δ) and effective charge (Z * ) of the series of resonances due to 4p→nd transitions from the 1 D 2 excited states of Br 3+ converging to the 2 P 3/2 series limit in Br 4+ . f 1 ( 1 D 2 ) = −3.6035; µ = 18. The present results (SCUNC) are compared with the experimental data from ALS measurements of Macaluso et al., [15] . |∆E| denotes the energy difference between the SCUNC calculations and the ALS measurements Initial Br 3+ state 4s 2 4p 2 ( 1 D 2 ) 
